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Abstract

In this report, we present our submission to the
WMT 2022 Metrics Shared Task. We build
our system based on the core idea of UNITE
(Unified Translation Evaluation), which uni-
fies source-only, reference-only, and source-
reference-combined evaluation scenarios into
one single model. Specifically, during the
model pre-training phase, we first apply the
pseudo-labeled data examples to continuously
pre-train UNITE. Notably, to reduce the gap be-
tween pre-training and fine-tuning, we use data
cropping and a ranking-based score normaliza-
tion strategy. During the fine-tuning phase, we
use both Direct Assessment (DA) and Multidi-
mensional Quality Metrics (MQM) data from
past years’ WMT competitions. Specially, we
collect the results from models with different
pre-trained language model backbones, and
use different ensembling strategies for involved
translation directions.

1 Introduction

Translation metric aims at delivering accurate and
convincing predictions to identify the translation
quality of outputs with access to one or many gold-
standard reference translations (Ma et al., 2018,
2019; Mathur et al., 2020; Freitag et al., 2021b).
As the development of neural machine translation
research (Vaswani et al., 2017; Wei et al., 2022), the
metric methods should be capable of evaluating the
high-quality translations at the level of semantics
rather than surfance-level features (Sellam et al.,
2020; Ranasinghe et al., 2020; Rei et al., 2020; Wan
et al., 2022a). In this paper, we describe Alibaba
Translate China’s submissions to the WMT 2022
Metrics Shared Task to deliver a more adequate
evaluation solution at the level of semantics.

Pre-trained language models (PLMs) like
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and XLM-R (Conneau
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Group.

et al., 2020) have shown promising results in iden-
tifying the quality of translation outputs. Com-
pared to conventional statistical- (e.g., BLEU, Pa-
pineni et al., 2002 and representation-based meth-
ods (e.g., BERTSCORE, Zhang et al., 2020), the
model-based approaches (e.g., BLEURT, Sellam
et al., 2020; COMET, Rei et al., 2020; UNITE, Wan
et al., 2022a) show their strong ability on delivering
more accurate quality predictions, especially those
approaches which apply source sentences as addi-
tional input for the metric model (Rei et al., 2020;
Takahashi et al., 2020; Wan et al., 2021, 2022a).
Specifically, those metric models are designed as
a combination of PLM and feedforward network,
where the former is in charge of deriving represen-
tations on input sequence, and the latter predicts
the translation quality based on the representation.
The metric model, which is trained on synthetic
or human annotations following a regressive objec-
tive, learns to mimic human predictions to identify
the translation quality of the hypothesis sentence.

Although those model-based metrics have shown
promising results in modern applications and trans-
lation quality estimation, they still show their own
shortcomings as follows. First, they often han-
dle one specific evaluation scenario, e.g., COMET
serves source-reference-only evaluation, where the
source and reference sentence should be concur-
rently fed to the model for prediction. For the other
evaluation scenarios, they hardly give accurate pre-
dictions, showing the straits of metric models due
to the disagreement between training and inference.
Besides, recent studies have investigated the feasi-
bility of unifying those evaluation scenarios into
one single model, which can further improve the
evaluation correlation with human ratings in any
scenario among source-only, reference-only, and
source-reference-combined evaluation (Wan et al.,
2021, 2022a). This indicates that, training with
multiple input formats than a specific one can de-
liver more appropriate predictions for translation
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quality identification. More importantly, unifying
all translation evaluation functionalities into one
single model can serve as a more convenient toolkit
in real-world applications.

Following the idea of Wan et al. (2022a) and
the experience in previous competition (Wan et al.,
2021), we directly use the pipeline of UNITE (Wan
et al., 2022a) to build models for this year’s met-
ric task. Each of our models can integrate the
functionalities of source-only, reference-only, and
source-reference-combined translation evaluation
into itself. When collecting the system outputs
for the WMT 2022 Metrics Shared Task, we em-
ploy our UNITE models to predict the transla-
tion quality scores following the source-reference-
combined setting. Compared to the previous ver-
sion of UNITE (Wan et al., 2022a), we reform
the synthetic training set for the continuous pre-
training phase, raising the ratio of training ex-
amples consisting of high-quality hypothesis sen-
tences. Also, during fine-tuning our metric model,
we apply available Direct Assessment (DA, Bo-
jar et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2018, 2019; Mathur
et al., 2020) and Multidimensional Quality Met-
rics datasets (MQM, Freitag et al., 2021a,b) from
previous WMT competitions to further improve the
performance of our model. Specifically, for each
translation direction among English to German (En-
De), English to Russian (En-Ru), and Chinese to
English (Zh-En) directions, we applied different en-
sembling strategies to achieve a better correlation
with human ratings on MQM 2021 dataset. Results
on WMT 2021 MQM dataset further demonstrate
the effectiveness of our method.

2 Method

As outlined in §1, we apply the UNITE frame-
work (Wan et al., 2022a) to obtain metric mod-
els. We use three types of input formats (i.e.,
source-only, reference-only, and source-reference-
combined) during training. While during infer-
ence, we only use the source-reference-combined
paradigm to collect evaluation scores. In this sec-
tion, we introduce the applied model architecture
(§2.1), synthetic data construction method (§2.2),
and model training strategy (§2.3) for this year’s
metric competition.

2.1 Model architecture

Input Format Following Wan et al. (2022a),
we construct the input sequence for source-only,

reference-only, and source-reference-combined in-
put formats as follows:

xSRC = [BOS]h[DEL]s[EOS], (1)

xREF = [BOS]h[DEL]r[EOS], (2)

xSRC+REF = [BOS]h[DEL]s[DEL]r[EOS],
(3)

where [BOS], [DEL] and [EOS] represent the
beginning, the delimeter, and the ending of se-
quence,1 and h, s, and r are hypothesis, source,
and reference sentence, respectively. During the
pre-training phase, we applied all input formats to
enhance the performance of UNITE models.

Model Backbone Selection Aside from the ref-
erence sentence which is written in the same
language as the hypothesis sentence, the source
is in another different language. We believe
that, cross-lingual semantic alignments can ease
the model training on source-only and source-
reference-combined scenarios. Referring to the set-
ting of existing methods (Ranasinghe et al., 2020;
Rei et al., 2020; Sellam et al., 2020; Wan et al.,
2022a), they apply XLM-R (Conneau et al., 2020)
as the backbone of evaluation models for better
multilingual support. In this competition, we addi-
tionally use INFOXLM (Chi et al., 2021), which en-
hances the XLM-R model with cross-lingual align-
ments, as the backbone of our UNITE models.

Model Training Following Wan et al. (2022a),
we first equally split all examples into three parts,
each of which only serves one input format training.
As to each training example, after concatenating
the required input sentences into one sequence and
feeding it to PLM, we collect the corresponding
representations – HREF,HSRC,HSRC+REF for each
input format, respectively. After that, we use the
output embedding assigned with CLS token h as
the sequence representation. Finally, a feedforward
network takes h as input and gives a scalar p as a
prediction. Taking xSRC as an example:

HSRC = PLM(xSRC) ∈ R(lh+ls)×d, (4)

hSRC = CLS(HSRC) ∈ Rd, (5)

pSRC = FeedForward(hSRC) ∈ R1, (6)

where lh and ls are the lengths of h and s, respec-
tively.

1Those symbols may vary if we use different PLMs, e.g.,
“[BOS]”, “[SEP]”, and “[SEP]” for English BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019), and “<s>”, “</s> </s>”, and “</s>” for XLM-
R (Conneau et al., 2020).
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For learning objectives, we apply the mean
squared error (MSE) as the loss function:

LSRC = (pSRC − q)2, (7)

where q is the given ground-truth score. Note that,
the batch size is the same across all input formats to
avoid the training imbalance. During each update,
the final learning objective is the sum of losses for
all formats:

L = LREF + LSRC + LSRC+REF. (8)

2.2 Synthetic Data Construction

To better enhance the translation evaluation ability,
we first construct a synthetic dataset for continu-
ous pre-training. The overall stage for obtaining
the dataset consists of the following steps: 1) col-
lecting synthetic data from parallel data provided
by the WMT Translation task; 2) downgrading the
translation quality and keeping the consistency of
synthetic and MQM datasets; 3) relabeling them
with a ranking-based scoring strategy.

Collecting Synthetic Data Specifically, we first
conduct parallel data from this year’s WMT
Translation competition as the source-reference
sentence pairs Then, we obtain hypothesis sen-
tences via translating the source using online
translation engines, e.g., Google Translate2

and Alibaba Translate3.

Quality Downgrading We follow existing
works (Sellam et al., 2020; Wan et al., 2022a) to ap-
ply the word/span dropping strategy to downgrade
the quality of hypothesis sentences, thus increas-
ing the ratio of training examples consisting of bad
translation outputs. Specially, we notice that the
translation quality of hypothesis sentences in the
MQM dataset is rather higher than that in the DA
dataset. In practice, to reduce the translation quality
distribution gap between the synthetic and MQM
datasets, we randomly select 15% examples of the
entire dataset, which is lower than the applied ratio
(i.e., 30%) in BLEURT (Sellam et al., 2020) and
UNITE (Wan et al., 2022a).

Data Labeling After downgrading the transla-
tion quality of synthetic hypothesis sentences, we
then collect predicted scores for each triple as the
learning supervision. To increase the confidence

2https://translate.google.com
3https://translate.alibaba.com

of pseudo-labeled scores, we use multiple UNITE
checkpoints trained with different random seeds
to label the synthetic data. Besides, to reduce the
gap of predicted scores among different translation
directions, we applied the ranking-based scoring
strategy as in Wan et al. (2022a).

2.3 Training Pipeline

Pre-train with Synthetic Data First, we use
the synthetic dataset to continuously pre-train
our UNITE models to enhance the evaluation abil-
ity on three input formats.

Fine-tune with DA Dataset After training
UNITE models on the synthetic dataset, we apply
the DA dataset for the first stage of model fine-
tuning. Considering the support of multilingual
translation evaluation, we collect all DA datasets
from the previous years, and we leave the year 2021
out of training due to the reported bug from the offi-
cial committee. We think that, although the DA and
MQM datasets have different scoring rules, train-
ing UNITE models on DA as an additional phase
can enhance both the model robustness and the
support of multilingualism. Besides, the number
of examples in the DA dataset is extremely larger
than that in MQM. The training examples from
the DA dataset can provide more learning signals
for UNITE model training.

Fine-tune with MQM Dataset After fine-tuning
UNITE models on the DA dataset, we then apply
the MQM dataset for the second stage of model
fine-tuning. For this year’s competition, we first use
MQM 2020 dataset during this stage, and testify
the performance of our models on MQM 2021 to
tune the hyper-parameters. Then, after identifying
the hyper-parameters, we use all MQM datasets to
fine-tune, choose two models whose backbones are
XLM-R and INFOXLM, and collect the ensembled
scores as submissions.

2.4 Model Ensembling

For each training pipeline, we use the three random
seeds to train UNITE models. However, when
identifying the performance of all models on the
MQM 2021 dataset, we find it hard to select the
same strategy across all domains and translation
directions. In practice, we select the models trained
with different random seeds for each translation
direction.

https://translate.google.com
https://translate.google.com
https://translate.alibaba.com
https://translate.alibaba.com
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3 Experiments

3.1 Experiment Settings
Implementations All of our models are imple-
mented with the released UNITE repository.4 We
choose the large version of XLM-R (Conneau et al.,
2020) and INFOXLM (Chi et al., 2021) as the PLM
backbones of all UNITE models, and directly use
the released checkpoints from Huggingface Trans-
formers (Wolf et al., 2020).5

Continuous pre-training Following Wan
et al. (2022a), we collect the translation
hypotheses from 10 directions, i.e., English-
Czech/German/Japanese/Russian/Chinese, as
those translation directions are engaged with
massive parallel datasets and the performance
of corresponding online translation engines is
relatively high. For each translation direction, we
collect 0.5M hypotheses, and label the translation
quality scores as describled in §2.2.

Hyper-parameters Following the setting in Wan
et al. (2022a), the feedforward network of our
UNITE model contains three linear transition lay-
ers, whose output dimensionalities are 3,072, 1,024,
and 1, respectively. Between any two adjacent lay-
ers, the hyperbolic tangent is arranged as the acti-
vations. During the continuous pre-training phase,
we set the batch size for each input format as 1,024,
and tune the hyper-parameters for our models. For
the models whose backbone is XLM-R, the learn-
ing rates for PLM and feedforward network are
1.0 · 10−4 for PLM, and 3.0 · 10−4, respectively.
For the models whose backbone is INFOXLM, the
learning rates are 5.0·10−5 for PLM, and 1.5·10−4,
respectively. For all the fine-tuning steps, we use
the batch size as 32 across all settings, and the
learning rates for PLM and feedforward network
are 5.0 ·10−6 for PLM, and 1.5 ·10−5, respectively.

Performance Evaluation Following the previ-
ous setting (Ma et al., 2018, 2019; Mathur et al.,
2020; Freitag et al., 2021b), we use the variant
Kendall’s Tau to evaluate the performance of our
models on the MQM 2021 dataset. For compari-
son, we directly use the officially released COMET
checkpoints (Rei et al., 2020)6, and select the

4https://github.com/wanyu2018umac/
UniTE

5https://huggingface.co/
xlm-roberta-large, https://huggingface.
co/microsoft/infoxlm-large

6https://github.com/Unbabel/COMET/

checkpoints which are trained with DA or MQM
datasets.

Results Conduction When collecting the results
for submitting predictions, we ensembled the mod-
els by directly averaging the predictions on the
same example. We do not apply the idea of
uncertainty-aware sampling (Zhou et al., 2020;
Wan et al., 2020; Glushkova et al., 2021) during
inference, because it takes far more additional time
to collect the results.

4 Results and Analysis

Baselines The experimental results are con-
ducted in Table 1. As seen, among all involved
baselines, the source-only evaluation models (mod-
els marked with “QE”) perform worse than their
corresponding source-reference-combined ones,
dropping 7.2 and 7.4 Kendall’s Tau correlation on
DA and MQM settings. This verifies that, the refer-
ence sentence in model translation quality evalua-
tion offers more information for metric models to
help deliver accurate predictions (Rei et al., 2020;
Takahashi et al., 2020; Wan et al., 2022a). Besides,
the model fine-tuned on the DA dataset performs
slightly better than that on MQM. We think that the
DA dataset may show its advantage in the robust-
ness of multilingual support and the scale of the
training dataset.

UNITE models As to our UNITE models, re-
placing the XLM-R backbone with INFOXLM
PLM for metric models does not deliver consis-
tent improvement on average. Specifically, for
both News and TED domains, the UNITE model
with INFOXLM as the backbone shows a better
correlation on En-De direction, whereas worse on
En-Ru and Zh-En than XLM-R. In addition, the
COMET-DA-2021 performs best in En-Ru direc-
tion, where we think the reason lies in the scarcity
of En-Ru training examples in MQM. In prac-
tice, during collecting the ensembled outputs, we
mainly use the UNITEINFOXLM models for En-De,
and UNITEXLM-R for En-Ru and Zh-En.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we describe our submission UNITE
for the sentence-level Metrics Shared Task at WMT
2022. We apply UNITE (Wan et al., 2022a) as the
pipeline of our models. During training, we utilize
three input formats to train our models on our syn-
thetic, DA, and MQM data sequentially. Besides,

https://github.com/wanyu2018umac/UniTE
https://github.com/wanyu2018umac/UniTE
https://github.com/wanyu2018umac/UniTE
https://github.com/wanyu2018umac/UniTE
https://huggingface.co/xlm-roberta-large
https://huggingface.co/xlm-roberta-large
https://huggingface.co/xlm-roberta-large
https://huggingface.co/xlm-roberta-large
https://huggingface.co/microsoft/infoxlm-large
https://huggingface.co/microsoft/infoxlm-large
https://huggingface.co/microsoft/infoxlm-large
https://huggingface.co/microsoft/infoxlm-large
https://github.com/Unbabel/COMET/
https://github.com/Unbabel/COMET/
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Model News TED All
En-De En-Ru Zh-En En-De En-Ru Zh-En

COMET-QE-DA-2021 23.7 34.6 8.3 12.3 22.5 8.5 14.4
COMET-DA-2021 28.1 43.1 15.2 20.2 28.5 15.9 21.6
COMET-QE-MQM-2021 26.7 33.3 6.7 10.6 22.3 5.5 12.8
COMET-MQM-2021 27.5 42.5 11.4 18.5 28.8 13.3 20.2
UNITEXLM-R 27.7 39.0 16.3 19.7 31.2 17.3 25.3
UNITEINFOXLM 40.0 36.2 13.0 25.3 28.7 9.2 24.9

Table 1: Kendall’s Tau correlation (%) on MQM 2021 dataset. The best results for each translation direction are
bold. Taking XLM-R as backbone shows better result on En-Ru and Zh-En, and INFOXLM on En-De.

we ensemble the two models which consist of two
different backbones – XLM-R and INFOXLM. Ex-
periments demonstrate the reliability of our model
for identifying the quality of translation outputs,
whereas the two models whose backbones XLM-
R and INFOXLM show different performance for
different translation directions.

For the future work, we think that exploring the
feasibility of model-based evaluation metrics for
other natural language processing tasks is interest-
ing. We believe that, building reliable evaluation
metrics for translation diversity (Lin et al., 2022,
2021), domain-specific translation quality (Yao
et al., 2020; Wan et al., 2022b), and natural lan-
guage generation (Liu et al., 2022; Yang et al.,
2021, 2022) is also of vital importance for the nat-
ural language processing community.

Besides, we also submit the source-only predic-
tions of our models to this year’s WMT Quality Es-
timation Shared Task, achieving 1st place on mul-
tilingual and En-Ru, and 2nd place on En-De and
Zh-En sub-tracks. This further demonstrates the ef-
fectiveness of our UNITE approach, that unifying
all evaluation scenarios into one single model can
enhance the model performances on all evaluation
tasks. We believe that, the idea of unifying three
kinds of translation evaluation functionalities (i.e.,
source-only, reference-only, and source-reference-
combined) into one single model can deliver strong
evaluation models on all scenarios. This research
topic is worth further exploration in the future.
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